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Faith-Rest Drill: Divine Decrees; Solomon’s Decline into Determinism; Doctrine of Divine Decrees: Definition
2.	God determines every event.  In spite of all these depressing observations, Solomon is aware of something that mysteriously rules and orders every event.  He usually refers to this phenomenon by the neutral word ‘time’ and thereby touches on the fact that every activity and every event is subject to a certain determinism.  [Solomon expresses his “determinism” in Ecclesiastes 3:1-8] which states that a time and an hour have been set for everything.  There is, however, no comfort in this determination for, as a result of it, what man has learned by hard toil is rendered useless.
Ecclesiastes 9:11 -	I again saw under the sun that the race is not to the swift, and the battle is not to the warriors, and neither is bread to the wise, nor wealth to the discerning, nor favor to men of ability; for time and chance overtake them all.
v 12 -		Moreover, man does not know his time: like fish caught in a treacherous net and birds trapped in a snare, so the sons of men are ensnared at an evil time when it suddenly falls on them.
19-	Solomon contends that God is in control of all events, man has little to do with his circumstances, and therefore, he must learn to orient and adjust to his “times” as they occur.
20-	However, man has no way of knowing where he stands in this process since:
3.	Man is unable to discern these decrees in the world.  Solomon asserts that he is unable to take into account what has been decreed in any given situation by God.
21-	Although Solomon is willing to adjust to his circumstances, he claims that he never is able to know God’s intent and purpose in what He does.
22-	Thus, Solomon concludes that an individual should assume God has decreed what man does and therefore relax and enjoy life, his wife, and his job.
Ecclesiastes 9:7 -	Go then, eat your bread in happiness and drink your wine with a cheerful heart, for God has already approved [ already decreed ] your works.

v 9 -	Enjoy life with the woman whom you love all the days of your life of vanity which He has given to you under the sun, for this is your reward in life and in your toil [ job ] in which you have labored under the sun.
23-	Job’s misconception of divine sovereignty is found in verse 7 where he says, “God has already approved your works.”  The words “already approved” are:
chebar  +  rasah  -	“already decreed”
Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, s.v. “2207”:
The verb rasah has a wide variety of connotations but is most important as the standard anthropomorphic expression of God’s preceptive will.
	In other words, the divine decrees.
24-	Great confusion clouds the thinking of anyone, believer or unbeliever alike, when he attempts to figure out the meaning of life without a clear understanding of the divine decrees.
25-	It is typical of human viewpoint to conclude that:
1)	The things that are happening to me are bad and I don’t deserve it therefore God doesn’t exist and if He does He is not fair, or
2)	if there is a God then He is sovereign and controls all things therefore I don’t have any meaningful input into what happens, good or bad.  Therefore,
3)	whatever happens God must have already approved so the real meaning of life is “don’t worry, be happy, eat, drink, and be merry, and enjoy life, your wife, and your job.  All of this is a reward for the works you perform in life.
4)	Or something to that effect.
26-	The real problem is found in ignorance of this theological principle: in human history, the sovereignty of God and the free will of man must coexist by divine decree.


27-	Otherwise, if it is assumed that God controls everything without reference to human volition then the final conclusion reached will be a form of “determinism.”
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, s.v. “determinism”:
a: a theory or doctrine that acts of the will, occurrences in nature, and social or psychological phenomena are causally determined by preceding events or natural laws.  Determinism explains behavior by the combination of environment and genetics.  b: a belief in predestination.
PRINCIPLE: This is the devil’s world (your environment) and man is a fallen creature (your heredity).  You will conform to the norms of your environment and submit to the flaws in your heredity if your volition does not come under the influence and restraint of divine thought.
28-	In order to understand why determinism is an invalid system for analyzing human behavior and divine sovereignty, it is necessary that we consider several principles from the doctrine of the divine decrees.
29-	The doctrine of divine decrees is one of the three major rationales the believer is to utilize in the second stage of the faith-rest drill.  It is pertinent to our study to note it here.  Rather than do a cursory examination of the doctrine now and then an extensive one later, we will treat the doctrine in detail so that next month we will only have mention it and move on.  The basis for this study can be found in:
Thieme, R. B., Jr.  “Appendix B: The Doctrine of Divine Decrees.”  In The Integrity of God.  2d ed.  Houston: R. B. Thieme, Jr., Bible Ministries, 1998; pp. 240ff:
The Doctrine of Divine Decrees
I.	Definition:
1)	The decree of God is His eternal, holy, wise, and sovereign purpose, comprehending simultaneously all things that ever were or will be—in their causes, courses, condition, successions, and relations and determining their certain futurition.

2)	We necessarily perceive the divine decrees in partial aspects because of the limitations of our mentality.
3)	For this reason we often use the plural “decrees” to express the many facets of God’s plan.
4)	In reality it is all one decree, given in eternity past, and covering everything in all of what to us is past, present, and future history.
Isaiah 46:9b -	I am God and there is no one like Me,
v 10 -		declaring the end from the beginning [ human history: the Divine Decree ] and from ancient times things which have not been done [ in eternity past He decreed the actual events of human history ], saying, “My purpose [ esa /ay-SAW /: the decrees ] will be established [ they are certainly future ] and I will accomplish all My good pleasure [ permit free will ].”
Ephesians 1:11 -	In Him [ Christ ] we have obtained an inheritance [ escrow blessings ], having been predestined [ decreed a perfect plan for each believer ] according to His purpose [ to bless man and glorify Himself ] who works all things after the counsel [ the divine decree ] of His will [ divine sovereignty ].


